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Abstract

What - if anything - can psychology and decision science contribute to risk

management in financial institutions? The turmoils of recent economic crises undermine the
assumptions of classical economic models and threaten to dethrone Homo oeconomicus,
who aims to make decisions by weighing and integrating all available information. But rather
than proposing to replace the rational actor model with some notion of biased, fundamentally
flawed and irrational agents, we advocate the alternative notion of Homo heuristicus, who
uses simple, but ecologically rational strategies to make sound and robust decisions. Based
on the conceptual distinction between risky and uncertain environments this paper presents
theoretical and empirical evidence that boundedly rational agents prefer simple heuristics
over more flexible models. We provide examples of successful heuristics, explain when and
why heuristics work well, and illustrate these insights with a fast and frugal decision tree that
helps to identify fragile banks. We conclude that all members of the financial community will
benefit from simpler and more transparent products and regulations.
Keywords: simple heuristics, risk vs uncertainty, ecological rationality, bias-variance dilemma,
fast and frugal decision tree
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'Only when you look at an ant through a magnifyin.{i glass on
a sunny day you realise how often they burst into .flames.
(Harry Hill)
Science has a notorious tendency to create the
phenomena it studies. But deceptive interactions
between methods and results loom just as large in
other domains. Specifically, the rules and regulations
that govern the financial system tend to become an
integral part of it, so that misguided regulatory
efforts risk fanning the flames of future financial
disasters.
In this paper, we question the common belief that
complex problems automatically call for complex
solutions. As an alternative, we suggest that simple,
yet robust strategies provide important insights and
offer potential solutions for managing fmancial
systems under uncertainty. To develop the case, the
paper first examines the nature of financial systems
and distinguish situations of risk from situations of
uncertainty. If fmancial systems are fundamentally
uncertain, theoretical and empirical results from
psychology and decision science suggest that simple
heuristics may provide more accurate and robust
predictions than more flexible models. We present
examples of successful heuristics and explain the
conditions under which they tend to work well. To
show how simple heuristics can facilitate financial
regulation we illustrate a fast and frugal decision tree
that helps to identifY fragile banks. In the
concluding section, we sketch additional means and
measures that should be considered when designing
effective decision environments, profitable financial
products, and sound regulations . As all members of
the financial community stand to benefit from more
transparent regulations, we trust that the virtues of
simplicity will transcend and transform our current
financial system.

RISK VS UNCERTAINTY IN THE
FINANCIAL WORLD
Five years after the largest financial crisis since the
Great D epression economists still disagree about its
causes and enabling conditions . Regardless of
whether one blames excessive market deregulation,
aggressive sales of subprime mortgages, speculative
bubbles, or the misbehavior of selftsh individuals
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resulting from wrong incentive structures, it is safe to
say that the events that extinguished an horrendous
amount of the assets invested in the Dow Jones
between October 2007 and March 2009 were not
just streaks of very bad luck. Instead, the financial
meltdown in the USA and its ongoing repercussions
around the world highlight two basic facts: (1) there
was something wrong with the models used by the
players in the financial markets, and (2) there was
something wrong with the regulations that tried to
prevent such devastating crises.
These acknowledgements raise several questions.
First, what was wrong with the models used by the
players in the financial markets? The simple answer is
that they failed to predict what happened. Anyone
able to anticipate the events that unfolded and
culminated in the collapse of Lehman Brothers in
September 2008 could have made a fortune on the
basis of this forecast, but instead of making a profit
by betting on an imminent downturn, most analysts
and institutions incurred traumatic losses. Suddenly,
handsomely paid financial experts seemed no more
persuasive than sports pundits, who can endlessly
recite statistics and provide retrospective
rationalisations, but are utterly unable to predict the
outcome of the next game.
Second, what was wrong with the regulations so
that the warning systems failed to raise red flags?
Financial and economic crises have occurred before, 1
and one response to these earlier crises was to
develop regulatory recommendations for banks (eg
the Basel Accords) to detect weak links and prevent
looming crises . Given the system's failure to prevent
the most recent crisis, existing guidelines are
currently being revised (eg Basel TIT) and new
regulatory instruments are being developed and
employed. For instance, so-called 'stress tests' aim to
detect the capacity of financial institutions to cope
with potential losses resulting from adverse market
events. Here, the models' purpose lies in identifying
fragile banks and anticipating developments that may
destabilise the system as a whole.
Prediction is notoriously difficult and the models
of both regulators and investors can fail for many
different reasons . A factor frequently mentioned in
the context of the crisis is the immense complexity
of fmancial systems, 2 which can include dynamic
feedback loops and exhibit chaotic tendencies that
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exacerbate minute variations in initial conditions.
The interactive and reflexive nature of financial
markets distinguishes them from complex and
dynamic systems like the weather, which behave
mostly independent of the models one uses to make
predictions about their future states.
Without denying or diminishing the complexity
of fmancial systems, a substantial part of the problem
lies not in their circular and possibly chaotic nature,
but in the type of models used to generate
predictions. Perhaps the abysmal track record of
financial models - especially when comparing them
3
with the forecasts within natural sciences - stems
from a mismatch between the domain of finance and
the methods used to manage it?4 T he call for better
and more appropriate models has motivated analysts
to endow existing models with presumably more
2
realistic assumptions and incorporate non-normal
distributions that can capture the occurrence of rare
but highly consequential events (so-called black
swans5) . Similarly, the realisation that cognition,
emotion and motivation play an important role in
financial decision-making spawned a new field of
behavioural economics6 and led to suggestions
regarding the inclusion of psychological variables
into economic models (such as 'animal spirits' \
Although some of these efforts may only fill old
wine into new bottles (see ref. 8, for a critical
review) it is true that all economic decisions contain
a modicum of psychology.
To examine the psychological aspects of financial
decisions, consider the following examples. Pr ivate
and professional investors buy or sell stocks on the
basis of expectations about a company's future
profitability; consumers withdraw their savings pr ior
to an impending bank run based on beliefs about the
likelihood of the bank's default and the hypothesised
behaviour of other customers; banks provide loans to
customers on the basis of estimated risks; and
politicians decide to bail out banks or countries
based on assumptions about potential consequences
of such actions for the fmancial system as a whole.
An established way to model such decisions is to
associate possible states of the world with values and
probabilities and combine those to derive the
expected value or utility of all available actions.9•10
The foundations of classical economics, finance and
decision theory are built upon the abstract view of
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hun1an beings as Homo oeconomicus, who acts
rationally and maximises some measure of utility by
optimally weighing and integrating all relevant
information.
But where do the required probabilities come
from? This question leads us back to the seminal
work of the economist Frank Knight, wh o broadly
distinguished between two conceptually distinct
types of decision scenar ios: situations of r isk vs
situations of uncertainty.11 Knight argued that a
situation of risk is characterised by the existence of an
objective basis to derive outcome probabilities. For
instance, the chances of winning a game of chance in
a casino can be calculated by applying probability
theory to the r ules of the game (eg computing the
probability of a winning hand in Black Jack). Even if
the details of the data generating mechanism are
unknown, probabilities can sometimes still be
inferred from empirical data and past experience (eg
by analysing a client's credit history). Knight
contrasted these scenar ios with conditions in which
outcome probabilities are not logically deducible and
cannot be directly inferred from data - a class of
situations he referred to as decision making under
uncertainty.
Arguably, all of the above scenar ios of fmancial
decision making involve substantial amounts of
uncertainty. This implies that much or most of the
financial world is not a casino in which Homo
oeconomicus can place bets on the basis of
well-defined r isks but includes elements that
remain irreducibly uncer tain. Whereas Knight's
or iginal distinction was dichotomous and
qualitative, most real-world situations are
embedded in wider contexts and lie somewhere
in-between. Thus, Knight's categor ies of r isk vs
uncer tainty constitute the extremes of a continuum
of varying degrees of uncer tainty (see ref. 12 for
different types of uncer tainty) . Important factors
that deter mine the degree of uncertainty and the
extent to which one can make accurate predictions
are the available amount of relevant data, the type
of model considered, and the structure of the
decision environment. (See ref. 13 for an
exper imental decision environment in which
presumably irrational choice b ehaviour turns out to
be rational when all three factors are taken into
account.)
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How can one bridge the gap between economic
theory and the psychological reality of decision
making under uncertainty? Instead of developing
economic models that can deal with uncertainty
(rather than trying to reduce it to risk), psychological
theories ( eg prospect theory 14) enriched economic
models with free psychological parameters to model
the perception of probabilities and values. People's
apparent deviations from presumably normative
standards (like the axioms of probability theory) have
prompted researchers to abandon the ideal of Homo
oeconomicus and describe people as relying on
heuristics and biases, and prone to suffer from
systematic errors and cognitive illusions.15•16
In our research, we pursue a different approach.
Instead of fighting complexity in the world with an
ever-increasing complexity in the models this paper
explores the potential of simple strategies to solve
complex problems. Rather than viewing people as
pathologically biased and fundamentally flawed, we
suggest that fast and frugal heuristics - simple rules
that ignore information and exploit, rather than aim
to avoid environmental uncertainty - hold great
promise for making financial decisions. The next
section introduces examples of successful heuristics
and explains when and why they work welL

HOW PEOPLE AND MODELS
MANAGE UNCERTAINTY
How do organisms - animals and people alike make predictions and decisions under uncertainty?
Given the complexity of many real-world situations
and agents' limited computational resources (eg of
time and memory capacity) evolution selected
strategies that work well under uncertainty. Nature
successfully bets on heuristics - simple
rules-of-thumb that can yield effective and efficient
results by ignoring irrelevant information - in many
different species and task domains. For instance,
when bumblebees forage for food, monitoring the
number of empty flowers encountered reliably signals
when it is time to abandon a patch.17 A giving-up
rule that uses a temporal threshold to trigger the
decision for departure approximates the mathematical
8
optimum. 1 Similar rules appear to govern the
switching behaviour of humans between multiple
tasks. 19 When searching for a mate, peahens refrain
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from examining the features of all peacocks, but only
inspect a few candidates before choosing the one
0
with the highest number of eyespots? Simulation
studies on competitive mate search show that a
simple strategy that maximises the speed of finding a
partner tends to outperform more demanding
2
strategies that risk wasting precious time. 1
In psychology, there is much evidence that
humans routinely use heuristics to draw inferences
and make decisions.22 For instance, when inferring
which of two options has a higher value on some
criterion people often choose a recognised option
23
over an unrecognised one. Despite its apparent
naivete, the recognition heuristic has successfully been
2
used to predict the outcomes of tennis tournaments 4
25
and political elections. Similarly, simple
lexicographic heuristics like take-the-best, that inspects
cues sequentially in order of their relevance and
makes a decision on the basis of the first
differentiating cue, often achieve a higher predictive
22·23
accuracy than more complex strategies.
Many
other heuristics have been identified (see ref 26, for
an overview) and form such an integral part of
human nature that our species has been characterised
27
as Homo heuristicus.
Interestingly, the heuristics studied in biology and
psychology can be applied to tackle practical
problems. To predict customer relationships and
target marketing efforts, Wubben and von
28
Wangenheim used a simple giving-up time rule (in
the spirit of ref 1 8). When aiming to identifY loyal
customers (eg of an airline or apparel store), a simple
hiatus heuristic outperformed computationally more
demanding Pareto/NED models from the marketing
literature: If a customer has not purchased within a
number of m months, he or she is no longer a customer.
The value of m is dependent on the industry in
question and can be inferred from data or the
intuitions of experienced managers. In the financial
domain, Ortmann and colleagues29 employed the
recognition heuristic to assemble profitable investment
portfolios on the basis of laypeople's name recognition
of public companies (but see reference 30).
The a priori skepticism of the heuristics and biases
programme15•31 contrasts sharply with the ecological
analysis of the simple heuristics perspective. 22 •32 This
opposition presents us with a puzzle: How can
heuristics both be blamed for being biased and
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error-prone and be praised for yielding efficient and
effective solutions? On one side, heuristics are
limited and provide no general-purpose strategies that
can be applied to all problems and under all
circumstances, but are task-specific tools adapted to
particular environments. Heuristics generally offer no
guarantees for arriving at correct or optimal
solutions, but aim for good outcomes within
reasonable time. A key difference between
optimisation attempts and an heuristic approach is
their hunger for data and deliberation: Whereas
Homo oeconomicus greedily uses all available
information and pays no costs for extensive
computation, Homo heuristicus exhibits bounded
3
rationalit/ by embracing the benefits of satisfactory
solutions and avoiding the excessive demands of
optimal ones.
To understand the positive potential of heuristics
and to identifY the conditions under which they
work well it is crucial to consider the interplay
between a particular strategy (a model) and the
structure of the environment (the task
characteristics). Heuristics generally tend to be
successful if the conditions of ecological rationality are
met, that is, if there exists a match between a
particular strategy, the environment in which it is
applied, and the abilities and skills of the organism
applying it.34 Importantly, strategies do not need to
be complex in order to succeed in a complex
environment. In fact, simple strategies can yield more
robust results in an uncertain world.
To illustrate this idea, consider the problem of
how to assemble an investment portfolio and
maximise its retur ns by making predictions about
future asset behaviour. Theoretically, the Nobel-pr ize
winning mean-variance model of Markowitz35 has
solved this problem by maximising profit for a given
level of risk (operationalised as the variance of the
returns of the portfolio). However, when DeMiguel
and colleagues36 compared this model and its
modern variants with a simple 1 IN heuristic that
allocates resources equally across all considered assets,
the mean-variance model failed to outperfor m the
seemingly nai"ve 1/ N strategy. As the surprising
success of the 1/ N heuristic generalises to
diversifications in inter national stock markets and
over different asset classes37 it seems smart that
Markowitz himself used this simple strategy instead of
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his own method of portfolio optimisation (ref. 38,
p. 80).
How can the simple 1/N heuristic perfor m on par
with the complex and mathematically sophisticated
mean-variance portfolio? The relevant characteristics
of different types of models can be analysed in terms
of the bias-variance dilemma, 39 which decomposes a
model's expected prediction error into two parts
(ignoring noise, such as measurement error, for
simplicity):
prediction error

=

( bias)2

+ variance

In this sum, the bias component describes the average
accuracy of an algorithm's predictions and the variance
component descr ibes the variation in a model's
predictions given different samples. Here, the ter m
bias is given a precise mathematical definition in the
context of statistics and machine learning. This
notion differs from its use in the psychological
literature, where it typically denotes an observed
deviation from a supposedly normative modeL In
general, a more flexible model (eg a model with
more free parameters) has a lower bias and higher
var iance. Whereas a model with high bias will tend
to underfit the data (ie miss existing patterns), a
model with high var iance will typically overfit it (ie
fit even the noise in the data). Consequentially, a
good model needs to balance bias and var iance in
order to achieve high predictive accuracy.
Consider the portfolio selection problem given N
assets. The mean-var iance model of Markowitz
assigns a weight to every asset, which deter mines the
share of the asset in the portfolio and can be negative
if short-selling is allowed. To calculate these weights,
the model requires estimating the mean and variance
of all assets considered on the basis of their past
behaviour, as well as their covar iances. For N assets, a
2
total of (N + 3N)/2 parameters need to be
estimated (ie 65 parameters for 1 0 assets, 5 1 50
parameters for 1 00 assets, etc.). T he 1/N heuristic
ignores all historic information and assigns a fixed
weight of liN to every asset. Thus, the heur istic
exhibits a high bias and zero variance. By contrast,
the Markowitz model is highly flexible and includes
the 1/N heuristic as a special case. T his flexibility
reduces model bias but at the cost of increasing the
variance. When data is sparse, the variance ter m
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long-term goal of ensuring the stability of the
fmancial system. Thus, regulators face a prediction
problem: They have to decide whether a bank is at
risk of failing based on different cues such as a banks'
leverage ratio, loan-to-deposit ratio, wholesale
funding ratio, etc. Once a set of relevant cues is
identified, a tool (eg a statistical model) is required to
assess the health of different banks based on the
values of these cues.
A critical question is what kind of model should
be used to make such inferences. Formally, the task
can be conceptualised as a prediction

or classification

problem, for which a variety of models have been
developed in statistics, machine learning and

Figure 1: Example of a fast and frugal tree (F FT) to determine
the risk of bank failure (threshold values are merely
illustrative)

cognitive science. Regression models are frequently
0
being used to tackle this problem.4 -4 2 These models
integrate the considered cues - typically in a
linear-additive fashion - and estimate their weights
from the available data. The output of such models is

dominates the bias term. If large amounts of data

some quantitative estimate (eg a probability of default

about the past performance of assets were available,

for a given ban k) that is supposed to h elp regulators

then the Markowitz model would fare better. In

and policy makers to take action.

practice, however, only a small proportion of the

Inspired by empirical evidence of successful

available data may actuaUy be relevant to the current

heuristics and the theoretical insight that simple

economic conditions. The non-stationarity of

models - by decreasing variance and avoiding

financial markets and the fact that structural breaks

over-fitting - may achieve high predictive accuracy

are difficult to detect impose strong limits on the

we suggest that simple approaches should be

availability of relevant data. Thus, even when large
amounts of historic data are available, the most recent
performance of assets may matter most for predicting
their future performance.

considered for banking regulation as well. An
applicable model type are so-called fast and frugal trees
(FFTs), that enable efficient and effective binary

classification decisions by sequentially inspecting a list
of diagnostic cues.43 FFTs differ from richer

To sum up: situations with high levels of

uncertainty, a large number of alternative options,

and small amounts of relevant data tend to favour
simple models over more flexible ones. 2 7 Whenever

one is concerned with predictive accuracy - which
is usuaUy the case when designing models and

classification trees44 in adhering to the restriction that

each node has only two child nodes, of which at
least one must be an exit (classification) node. In

other words, whereas a standard classification tree
might consider all cues and fully traverse the graph

devising regulations - simple heuristics can

outperform more flexible models by yielding robust
results under uncertainty. We now show how this

before making a classification decision, a FFT allows
making a decision at every level of the tree. Thus,
unlike traditional classification techniques (eg logistic

insight can be applied to financial regulation by

regression) FFTs do not consider and weigh all

presenting a heuristic decision tree designed to

pieces of information. Instead, search is sequential

identify fragile banks.

and each cue is considered in isolation. Only if the
currently inspected cue does not warrant making a

FINANCIAL REGULATION WIT H FAST
AND FRUGAL TREES

decision, further information is taken into account.

An important aspect of financial regulation is to

this simple decision strategy is that it allows for

evaluate the stability of financial institutions, with the

© Henry Stewart Publications 1752-8887 (2014)
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From a psychological perspective, the advantage of
making fast decisions with little cognitive load.
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A number of studies provide empirical support that

and the exit structure). If expert knowledge is

people rely on this type of simple heuristic when

available, it can be used to construct a FFT, with the

making decisions under uncertainty in various

simplicity of the model allowing for a transparent

domains, such as medical and legal decision

communication process in the development phase.

studies have been conducted to evaluate FFTs'
behaviour48 and link them with the theoretical

algorithms can be used to build FFTs based on
statistical pr inciples4 8 and to take into account
different types of prediction errors 4 9 Any classifier

making.4 5-47 Theoretical analyses and simulation

Alternatively (and complementary) various

framework for diagnostic classification decisions

provided by signal detection theory.4 9
Figure

can make two types of errors: classifY a high-risk
bank as falling into the low-risk category (miss), and

1 illustrates a possible FFT for identifYing

misclassifY a low-risk bank as being fragile (false

high-risk banks. The tree contains three cues:
leverage ratio, loan-to-deposit ratio, and wholesale

alarm). Different cue orders and exit structures give

funding ratio. The leverage ratio is the total amount

r ise to different relative error rates. For instance, if
the goal is to be careful and identify as many

of assets of a bank per unit of capital available to
withstand losses. The loan-to-deposit ratio compares

high-risk banks as possible, the FFT's exit structure

a bank's funding with its relatively illiquid assets. It

can incorporate a more liberal decision strategy (ie
increase the likelihood of classifYing a bank as a

regards loans as illiquid and compares these with
retail deposits. The wholesale funding ratio computes

high-risk case) at the r isk of increasing the number of

the ratio of deposits provided by other fmancial

false alarms.
W hen evaluating the predictive accuracy of FFTs

institutions or capital markets to the total amount of

and other models via computer simulations under

deposits, including retail deposits.

different conditions (such as the influence of varying

The first cue considered by the model is the

sizes of training data on classifYing novel instances)

leverage ratio of a bank. If this exceeds a threshold
ratio of

their performance is comparable to that of complex

25:1 the bank is immediately classified as

models (eg logistic regression techniques50).

falling into the high-risk category. Note that this

Consequently, simple models can provide helpful

decision is made without inspecting any other cue.

tools for effective and transparent bank regulation.

Only if the leverage ratio is below the threshold is
the second cue evaluated. If the bank's

Past research indicates that heuristics become more

loan-to-deposit ratio f.<lls below

applicable as unpredictability increases (eg in

1 .5:1 , the bank is

classified as low-risk, otherwise the third cue

investment banking), when a larger number of

(wholesale-funding ratio) is inspected. Depending on

parameters is involved (larger institutions) , and with

the value of this last cue (and a threshold ofO.S:l) a

decreasing sample size (scarcity of relevant data).

classification decision is made. The numeric
threshold values in Figure

1 are from Aikman and

colleagues, 50 but the tree shown here is for
illustration purposes only and will not be accurate for
every type of bank.

MEANS AND MEASURES FOR
MANAGING FINANCIAL
UNCERTAINTY

There are several reasons why FFTs may provide

We began this paper by emphasising the dangers of

First, the bias-variance dilemma implies that in the

and circumvented by a reflexive financial system

good and predictive models for bank regulation.

ineffective regulations that - when being absorbed

presence of sparse relevant data the prediction error

can further increase the system's complexity and

of a simple FFT might be lower than that of a more

render the task of its regulators even more daunting.

flexible modeL Second, the tree representation is easy

Based on theoretical and empirical evidence from

to understand, communicate and apply, so that the

psychology and decision science we suggest that

entire design and decision process on the basis of a

in uncertain environments and with sparse amounts

FFT is rendered transparent.

of relevant data - simple heuristics often provide
more accurate and robust predictions than more

Different methods can be used to develop FFTs
(eg for determining included cues, their search order
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51
In a much-noted speech, Andrew Haldane ,

Beyond the design of simple decision trees, the

executive director for fmancial stability at the Bank

framework of ecological rationality allows for

of England, likened the potential of simple

additional means for managing financial uncertainty.

heuristics to tackle complex problems to the image

Instead of merely searching for simple strategies with

of a dog catching a frisbee by using a simple gaze
5
heuristic. 2 When applied to the domain of

high predictive accuracy, the approach of intuitive

financial regulation, the lessons learned from the

physical and social environments in which all
5
financial behaviour is embedded.32 • 4 For instance,

fields of psychology, cognitive science and decision

design also focuses on shaping the structure of the

making imply that complex problems call for

basic psychological insights can inform the design of

simple regulations. The previous section illustrated

more collaborative environments and create incentive

this idea with a FFT that could be used to identify

structures that align the interests of analysts and
5
investors (cf. the skin-in-the-game heuristic 4 ). Since

fragile banks. Whereas this FFT is simple and
transparent, its development and the cues it

shaping the environment to facilitate good choices

contains can be based on cornplex constructs and

can be as effective as changing people's goals and

calculations. Thus, the space for predictive models

strategies, we prefer not to patronise people. Rather
55
than nudging people into desirable behaviours the

allows for a variety of hybrid approaches, rather

ideal of enlightenment by rendering people more
57 5
r isk-literate is embraced. • 8

than being confined to a strict dichotomy of
simple vs complex models.
A potential caveat against the use of simple
heuristics in regulatory contexts is the £1et that
regulated entities may be actively seeking to

CONCLUDING REMARKS

circumvent some rules, whereas frisbees are typically

Financial risks and crises are not just a major source

not attempting to arbitrage the dog that is trying to

of uncertainty but also a consequence of not taking
50
uncertainty seriously enough.
In analogy to the

catch them. Yet rather than advising against the use
of heuristics, simplicity and transparency may yield

complex scenarios and oppositions played out in the
5
domain of public health, 9 we believe that all

additional beneftts in competitive and antagonistic
contexts. For instance, complex regulations tend to

members of the financial community stand to beneftt

allow for a multitude of special cases and exceptions

from simpler and more transparent regulations. As

whereas a precisely specified simple model promises

soon as enlightened customers - be it laypeople or

to constrain the space for regulatory arbitrage. Thus,

professional investors - insist on comprehensible

it may actually be harder to arbitrage a simple rule

information and refuse to invest into ftnancial

than a more flexible one. Similarly, we suppose that

products that they do not understand, financial

violations of simple rules may be easier to detect

institutions have additional incentives to offer simpler

and penalise than the elaborated circumventions of a

and more transparent products. This, in turn,

complex regulatory framework. In the absence of

facilitates the task of financial regulators and allows

simple rules for financial regulation such hypotheses

them to issue and enforce efficient and effective

must remain speculative, but the empirical evidence

rules. Although the system's complexity and its

accumulated so far indicates that complex

inherent conflicts of interests present immense
challenges, we hope that the virtues of simplicity are

regulations have failed to avoid financial disasters.
A secondary virtue of the emphasis on simple

addictive enough to inspire and transfor m the
current financial system.

models is to highlight the importance of choosing
the right measures. For instance, when steering a
complex system, not just any simple cue will suffice.
In fact, using the outcome measure on which a
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